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Abstract Edward syndrome is rare in live births in comparison to most common Down and Patau syndromes. The
estimated incidences are one in 6000 live births and interestingly 70 to 80% those affected are females. The
occurrence of double aneuploidy involving XXY + 18 is very rare in live born however, most of cases are available
with spontaneous abortions. Here, we report a 07 day a male infant with typical features of Edward syndrome such
as microcephaly and low set of ears having mosaic double aneuploidy with Klinfelter syndrome.
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1. Introduction
The existence of two chromosomal abnormalities in the
same individual is a rare phenomenon. The simultaneous
occurrence of double aneuploidies having Edward
syndrome (trisomy 18) and Klinefelter syndrome is also
rare [1]. It is interesting to note here that during last 10
years (2004 – 2014), we have received 2750 cases of
pediatric blood samples for chromosomal analysis. Out of
which 682 cases of Down syndrome were recorded [2]
and surprisingly only 03 cases of Edward syndrome. With
regard to coexistence of mosaic double aneuploidy of
Edward and Klinfelter syndromes worldwide, there have
been total 14 cases been reported [3], our is 15th case
where we report a 07 day male infant with Edward
syndrome along with mosaicism for XXY.

A 07 day old male infant was referred to our laboratory
for chromosome analysis. Physical examination of boy
revealed dysplastic low set ear, microcephaly and
micrognathia. His both the hands were cleanched with
broad fingers. The age of mother was 30 years and the
father was 32 years at the time of child birth. The child
was born following normal gestation and delivery.

3. Cytogenetic Findings
Conventional cytogenetic analysis of phytohemagglutininstimulated peripheral blood cultures was carried out and
were subjected to GTG banding and karyotyping was done
according to ISCN (2009) [4]. Out of 50 metaphases,
35metaphases showed double aneuploidy of Edward and
Klinefelter syndrome (Figure 1 & Figure 2). The
karyotype of child was 48,XXY, +18 [35]/46, XY [15].
Parental karyotypes were not available.

2. Case Report

Figure 1. Two metaphase plates showing XXY, +18
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Figure 2. G-banded karyotype showing 48,XXY, +18

4. Discussion
Double aneuploidy is the coexistence of two
aneuploidies involving two different chromosome in
single individual. Occurrence of double aneuploidies is
rare than single aneuploidyand hence exact incidences is
not known [5]. Double aneuploidy leading to trisomy
and/or monosomy of 2 different chromosomes arises
because of 2 meiotic non-disjunctional events. Most cases
of double aneuploidy in inborn involve the sex
chromosome with trisomy 13, 18 and 21 [6]. It is
interesting to note here that both aneuploidies have the
same or different parental origin.
Kovaleva and Mutton [7] haveidentified 52 live born
cases and 13 prenatal cases andindicated that the
frequency of all non-mosaic double aneuploidies except
for 48,XXY, +21 are lower than expected, probably
because of strong intrauterine selection against such
pregnancies.
While scanning through the literature, the incidences of
mosaic Edward and Klinfelter syndromes are very low, so
total 15 cases have been reported which includes one case
from the present study. Our study observed that when two
conditions coexist clinical features of Edward syndrome
were predominant [8] and it is difficult to diagnose
Klinfelter syndrome without karyotyping.
Extra chromosomes in aneuploidies are mostly maternal
in origin and usually associated with advanced maternal
age rather than genetic predisposition. Furthermore in

double aneuploidiesnon-disjunction events involving two
chromosomes can occur during celldivision either in
meiosis I and II. The consequences of non-disjunction
during meiosis-I and meiosis-II are different.
If error occurs during meiosis-I the gamate with 24
chromosomes contains both the paternal and maternal
members of the pair. If occurs during meiosis-II the
gamate with the extra chromosome contains both copies of
either paternal or maternal chromosome [9]. On the other
hand, trisomy-18 can originate in either of the divisions in
both parents.

5. Conclusions
Reporting mosaic double aneuploidy of XXY and 18
shows predominantly clinical characteristics of Edwards
syndrome and cytogenetic study confirms mosaicdouble
(48,XXY,+18) aneuploidy. The study also throws light on
occurrence of such abnormality which is rare in nature in
Western regions of India.
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